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Abstract

This paper studies firms’ job creation decisions in a labor market with search frictions. A simple labor market search model is developed in which a firm can search for a second employee while producing with a first worker, and this creates the equilibrium size distribution of firms. A firm expands employment even if the instantaneous payoff to a large firm is less than that of staying small—a firm has a precautionary motive to expand its size. In addition, this motive is enhanced by a greater market tightness. Because of this effect, firms’ decisions become interdependent—a firm creates a vacancy if it expects other firms to do the same, creating strategic complementarity among firms and thereby self-fulfilling multiple equilibria. An increase in productivity can cause a qualitative change in labor market tightness and the rate of unemployment.
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# 1 Introduction

For the 1973–1988 period, incumbent firms account for 84.5% of annual job creation in the United States (Davis et al., 1996, p.29). This paper investigates the firms’ job creation decision regarding whether to expand employment or to stay small, and looks for factors that influence the decision. This paper demonstrates the existence of precautionary labor demand in search equilibrium. It also demonstrates that because of this effect, firms’ decisions become interdependent—a firm creates a vacancy if it expects other firms to do the same, creating strategic complementarity among firms and thereby self-fulfilling multiple equilibria. An important implication of the results is that an increase in productivity can cause a qualitative (rather than quantitative) change in labor market tightness and the rate of unemployment (Acemoglu, 1999).

The standard search-matching model, which is summarized by Pissarides (2000) and Rogerson et al. (2005), has received much attention as the framework for studying various labor market issues. In the standard model, a match, not a firm, is the production unit. Each job and worker engages in time-consuming search in the labor market, and each matched pair produces. This is novel in itself because researchers can focus on the number of jobs created in the market instead of studying the employment policy of each firm. In the basic model, the number of jobs is determined by free entry. However, such a job creation process ignores the decision of each incumbent firm regarding whether to expand employment or not.1 We find this issue important and worth exploring.

This paper is related to Bertola and Caballero (1994), Bertola and Garibaldi (2001), and Smith (1999), who studied models with endogenous firm size.2 Bertola and Caballero (1994) considered a search-matching model in which firms can open many vacancies at once and job destruction is endogenous. The business conditions shock causes labor demand to fluctuate, and firms may have an incentive to fire some of their employees. However, Bertola and Caballero (1994) found that firms hoard labor during recessions because the good time will come sooner or later and hiring takes time. Smith (1999) employed a simple representative model of a firm and demonstrated that, with

---

1In fact, firm size can be anything in the standard model.

2See also Cahuc and Wasmer (2001) and Pissarides (2000, Chapter 3).
concave production functions, firms overemploy because the wage rate declines as more workers are employed.

In contrast, we stay as close to the standard Pissarides (2000) economy as possible, but modify it by assuming that a firm can employ up to two workers. We focus on a firm’s discrete choice problem regarding whether to expand employment or to stay small. In a frictionless static economy, the answer to the question would be evident. A firm expands employment if the instantaneous payoff of being large exceeds that of being small.

The answer becomes less evident when we address the question in a dynamic economy with search frictions. The main finding of this paper is that a firm of size one creates a vacancy and tries to expand employment even if the instantaneous payoff to a large firm is less than that of staying small. We call this result precautionary demand for labor. The mechanism that drives the result is similar to that found in Pissarides (1994), in which a worker can engage in on-the-job search. If on-the-job search is possible, an unemployed worker’s reservation wage can be below the unemployment benefit because the value of employment includes the option of finding a better job in the future. A similar mechanism works in this paper, but in the opposite direction. Even if the instantaneous payoff to be a size-one firm is high, the value of this state is not very good because the firm is exposed to the risk of losing the only employee and the opportunity to produce.

The notion of precautionary labor demand slightly differs from that of labor hoarding found in Bertola and Caballero (1994). Labor hoarding occurs when firms decide not to cut employment during a recession, waiting for a better aggregate economic condition to come. Firms do so because hiring takes time due to the search friction. In contrast, the precautionary demand for labor arises when firms expand employment in anticipation that employees will leave sooner or later. The key is that firms are exposed to the risk of losing productive workers. With this mechanism in mind, we conjecture that precautionary motives for under-employment are also possible, if firms are exposed to the risk of (unwillingly) retaining unproductive workers. The literature on firing restriction deals with this issue.

We also find that this precautionary motive is enhanced by an increase in market tightness.
In other words, a firm is more willing to expand employment when the market is tighter. Such a mechanism is absent in the standard model. With this effect, firms’ decisions become interdependent: a firm’s employment policy depends on the degree of market tightness and at the same time it influences the tightness of the market. It is shown that the firms’ decisions are connected in that they strategically complement each other. As a result, there is scope for self-fulfilling multiple equilibria, and the precautionary labor demand plays a crucial role for the outcome. Suppose that a firm of size one expects that other firms will expand employment. This expectation leads to the belief that there will be greater congestion and higher market tightness. Thus, it will take longer to find a replacement once it has lost the employee. Since all matches are productive, the opportunity lost by being vacant is significant. Thus, the firm wishes to reduce the risk of being vacant, and therefore prefers to be large. The same reasoning will imply that if a firm believes other firms will stay small, then it will prefer to remain small.

An important implication of the results is that a change in productivity or aggregate demand can cause a qualitative (rather than quantitative) change in labor market tightness. The key is that the model possesses two equilibria, one in which all firms choose to be small and the other in which all firms choose to be large. The realization of equilibrium depends crucially on productivity or aggregate demand. Thus, an increase in productivity, for example, can induce the economy to shift from one equilibrium to another, reducing the unemployment rate significantly. Similarly, a decrease in aggregate demand can cause a qualitative change in labor market tightness associated with downsizing.

We demonstrate these results using a model that modifies the standard labor market search model. Although we try to keep the model simple and stay as close to the standard model as possible, some additional assumptions are necessary. Some of them are made to simplify the exposition while others play crucial roles in generating the results. We present a section for clarifying the importance of the way we modify the standard framework, and we also present a section for discussing the results in detail.
2 The Model

2.1 Environment

The model is a straightforward extension of the standard labor market search model presented in Pissarides (2000). Thus, we follow Pissarides (2000) as much as possible. In order to investigate the incumbent firms’ decision regarding whether to expand employment or not, we make the following modifications to the standard model:

- There is a fixed number of firms.
- A firm can employ up to two workers.
- The instantaneous payoffs to the firms are exogenous.

There is a fixed number of firms and workers, \( K \) firms and \( L \) workers, in the economy. It is assumed that \( L \) is sufficiently greater than \( K \). In particular, \( L \) cannot be below \( 2K \). The firm size in this paper is determined by the number of employees in the firm, and a firm with \( n \) workers is called a firm of size \( n \). The firm size in this model can be either 0, 1, or 2. In order to focus on a size-one firm’s decision, we assume that no firm can post two vacancies at once.

Time is continuous. In addition, we focus on a steady state throughout this paper. Let us start with describing the matching technology. As is standard, the total number of matches in the labor market, denoted by \( M \), is determined by a constant-returns-to-scale matching function:

\[
M = m(uL, vL),
\]

where \( u \) is the unemployment rate while \( v \) is the number of vacant jobs as a fraction of the labor force. The rate at which a firm with a vacancy meets an unemployed worker during a unit of time is \( M/vL = m(uL/vL, 1) \equiv q(\theta) \), where \( \theta \equiv v/u \). It is easy to check that \( q(\theta) \) is decreasing in \( \theta \).

In addition, we assume that \( \lim_{\theta \to \infty} q(\theta) = 0 \) and \( \lim_{\theta \to 0} q(\theta) = \infty \). Similarly, the rate at which a job seeker meets a vacancy during a unit of time is \( M/uL = \theta q(\theta) \). In addition, \( \lim_{\theta \to \infty} \theta q(\theta) = \infty \) and \( \lim_{\theta \to 0} \theta q(\theta) = 0 \).
Define $k_n$ as the proportion of firms of size $n$. Then, $k_0 + k_1 + k_2 = 1$ must hold. A firm of size one is either searching for additional worker or not searching. Thus, $k_1 = k_1^s + k_1^{ns}$, where $k_1^s$ is the measure of size-one firms that engage in search activity while $k_1^{ns}$ is the measure of size-one firms that are not searching. Thus:

$$k_0 + k_1^s + k_1^{ns} + k_2 = 1. \tag{2}$$

The total number of employees in this economy, $E$, is given by

$$E = [k_1^s + k_1^{ns} + 2k_2]K. \tag{3}$$

The unemployment rate is defined by

$$u = \frac{L - E}{L}. \tag{4}$$

The total number of vacancies in the market is given by

$$vL = k_0K + k_1^sK. \tag{5}$$

That is, the total number of vacancies equals the number of firms of size zero plus the number of firms of size one seeking a second worker. From (3), (4) and (5), we obtain

$$\theta \equiv \frac{v}{u} = \frac{k_0K + k_1^sK}{L - [k_1^s + k_1^{ns} + 2k_2]K} = \frac{k_0 + k_1^s}{\frac{L}{K} - k_1^s - k_1^{ns} - 2k_2}, \tag{6}$$

where $L/K$ is constant. This suggests that the degree of labor market tightness $\theta$ is determined jointly with the distribution of firms.

Let $\lambda$ be the Poisson arrival rate at which a match exogenously dissolves. In any steady state, the flows into and out of the unemployment pool must be the same. Thus, $\lambda(1 - u) = \theta q(\theta)u$ must hold, from which it is easy to show that $u = \lambda/[\lambda + \theta q(\theta)]$. Thus, the equilibrium unemployment rate is determined if market tightness $\theta$ is determined. In addition, the conventional negative relationship between $u$ and $\theta$ holds.

2.2 Stationary Distribution of Firms

This paper focuses on the steady-state equilibrium in which the distribution of firms is constant over time. In any steady state, the number of firms that flow into and out of a particular state
must be balanced. Let $\bar{\sigma}$ denote the fraction of size-one firms that engage in search activity while $\sigma$ is a firm’s choice variable; $\sigma = 1$ if a particular firm of size one opens a vacancy and $\sigma = 0$ if it does not. Then:

$$\lambda k^s_1 + \lambda k^{ns}_1 = q(\theta)k_0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$\bar{\sigma}q(\theta)k_0 + \bar{\sigma}\lambda k_2 = \lambda k^s_1 + q(\theta)k^s_1,$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$(1 - \bar{\sigma})q(\theta)k_0 + (1 - \bar{\sigma})\lambda k_2 = \lambda k^{ns}_1,$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$q(\theta)k^s_2 = \lambda k_2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

According to (7), the measures of firms that flow into and out of the state of size zero must be balanced. The firms that flow into this state are those of size-one firms that have just lost the employee, which amount to $\lambda k^s_1 + \lambda k^{ns}_1$. The outflow equals $q(\theta)k_0$ because a firm in this state finds an employee with the rate $q(\theta)$. Two comments are in order. First, a size-two firm does not lose two employees at once because in a continuous-time environment, the probability of two independent events occurring is negligible. Second, we assume that no firm can post two vacancies at once. This precludes the flow of size-zero firms jump into the state of size two.

The second equation, (8), balances the inflow and the outflow regarding the state in which a firm is of size one and opens a vacancy. The inflow equals $\bar{\sigma}q(\theta)k_0 + \bar{\sigma}\lambda k_2$, which equals the measure of size-zero firms that have found an employee and opens another vacancy plus the measure of size-two firms that have lost an employee and opens another vacancy. The outflow equals $\lambda k^s_1 + q(\theta)k^s_1$, which is the sum of measures of size-one firms that have lost an employee and found a second employee.

The third equation, (9), balances the inflow and the outflow regarding the state in which a firm is of size one and does not open a vacancy. The inflow equals $(1 - \bar{\sigma})q(\theta)k_0 + (1 - \bar{\sigma})\lambda k_2$, which equals the measure of size-zero firms that have found an employee but do not open another vacancy plus the measure of size-two firms that have lost an employee but do not open another vacancy. Since they do not search, the outflow is simply $\lambda k^{ns}_1$. Finally, (10) states that the flow into the state of size two is $q(\theta)k^s_2$ and the outflow is $\lambda k_2$. 
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2.3 Firms

In what follows, we describe each firm’s behavior. There are four states to consider, each of which is assigned a value function. Let $V$ denote the value to an empty firm of searching for an employee. $J_1^s$ is the value to a size-one firm of engaging in search activity, while $J_1^{ns}$ is the value of a size-one firm that does not engage in search activity. Finally, $J_2$ is the value of being a size-two firm.

Let $r$ be the discount rate. The value of a firm without an employee, $V$, is given by

$$rV = -c + q(\theta) \max_{\sigma \in [0,1]} \left[ \sigma (J_1^s - V) + (1 - \sigma) (J_1^{ns} - V) \right],$$

where $c \geq 0$ is the cost of maintaining a vacancy. Equation (11) is interpreted as follows. As long as a firm is empty, it has to engage in search activity. With the Poisson arrival rate $q(\theta)$, the firm finds an employee and becomes a size-one firm. The firm must choose whether or not it will engage in search activity to employ a second worker.

A firm of size one is in either two states, searching or not searching. Consider the value to a size-one firm of engaging search activity while producing. The value is given by

$$rJ_1^s = R_1 - c + \lambda[V - J_1^s] + q(\theta) [J_2 - J_1^s],$$

where $R_1 \equiv p_1 - w_1$ is the net instantaneous payoff to the firm of producing with one employee, $p_1$ is the gross payoff, and $w_1$ is the wage rate. We do not follow the routine of determining the share of revenue with Nash bargaining. We merely postulate that the total revenue is somehow split between the firm and the worker, and $R_1$ is the payoff the firm gets.\(^3\)

Equation (12) may be interpreted as follows. A firm of size one receives $R_1$ and pays $c$ as the cost of posting a vacancy. With Poisson arrival rate $\lambda$, the employee leaves the firm. With arrival rate $q(\theta)$, the firm finds a second worker.

The value to a size-one firm of not engaging in search activity is given by

$$rJ_1^{ns} = R_1 + \lambda[V - J_1^{ns}].$$

\(^3\)A discussion on the robustness of the assumption of exogenous payoffs is presented in Section 4.
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The value of a firm that employs two employees, $J_2$, is given by

$$rJ_2 = R_2 + \lambda \max_{\sigma \in [0,1]} \left[ \sigma (J_1^s - J_2) + (1 - \sigma) (J_1^{ns} - J_2) \right],$$

(14)

where $R_2 \equiv p_2 - 2w_2$ is the net instantaneous payoff to the firm, $p_2$ is the gross payoff, and $w_2$ is the wage rate. Again, $R_2$ is exogenous. With Poisson arrival rate $\lambda$, one of the employees leaves the firm, in which case the firm needs to choose whether it will seek a second employee or not.

It is assumed that the firm size cannot exceed two. Of course, one could follow Bertola and Caballero (1994) and Smith (1999) to allow firms to choose any size. As emphasized earlier, we are interested in the very choice that a firm faces regarding whether it should expand its size or it should stay small. For the purpose, focusing on the choice faced by a size-one firm is enough to give us important insights regarding the employment policy of a firm.

From (12) and (13), $(r + \lambda)(J_1^s - J_1^{ns}) = -c + q(\theta)(J_2 - J_1^s)$ holds. Thus, $J_1^s > J_1^{ns}$ holds if and only if $J_2 - J_1^s > c/q(\theta)$. This condition compares the net gain from becoming a size-two firm with the expected total fixed cost of vacancy. Solve (11)–(14) for $J_2 - J_1^s$ as a function of $\theta$ and substitute it into the above inequality. After some algebra, it is easy to show that $J_1^s > J_1^{ns}$ holds if and only if

$$R_2 - R_1 + \frac{(R_1 + c)\lambda}{r + \lambda + q(\theta)} > \frac{(r + \lambda)c}{q(\theta)}.$$

(15)

An interesting special case is obtained by letting $c = 0$. In the conventional Pissarides (2000) model, $c > 0$ is necessary for determinacy of equilibrium because of the free entry of jobs. Here, the presence of the cost of maintaining a vacancy is not an essential part of the model. With $c = 0$, it is evident that $J_1^s > J_1^{ns} \iff J_2 > J_1^s$, implying that a firm tries to expand employment if and only if the value of being a size-two firm is greater than that of being a size one that engages in search activity. After some algebra, this condition is expressed by

$$R_2 > \phi(\theta)R_1,$$

(16)

$$\phi(\theta) \equiv \frac{r + q(\theta)}{r + \lambda + q(\theta)} \in (0,1).$$

**Proposition 1** In the limiting case with $c = 0$, a size-one firm creates a vacancy if and only if $R_2 > \phi(\theta)R_1$ where $\phi(\theta) \in (0,1)$.  
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Proposition 1 asserts that firms have precautionary motives to hire extra workers because firms are willing to create vacancies even if the instantaneous payoff to a size-two firm is below the current instantaneous payoff. The mechanism is better understood by recalling the labor market search model with on-the-job-search, in which an unemployed worker’s reservation wage is below the unemployment benefit.\(^4\) This is because the worker foresees that there is a chance of getting a better job in the future; even though the wage is low, the value of the job can be very high. Quite similarly, a firm of size one is willing to create a vacancy to be of size two because even if \(R_2 < R_1\), the value of being a size-one firm can be very small. Here, the value of being a size-two firm comes from the fact that it faces no risk of being empty in the next instant. Remember that in this economy, separations are exogenous and firms do not want to lose their employees because all matches are productive. Thus, we can conclude that in the real world, we should expect to observe precautionary labor demand in an economy in which workers quit while firms do not wish to lose them.

**Proposition 2** \(\phi' (\theta) < 0\).

Figure 1 shows the determination of \(\sigma\) under \(c = 0\). Let \(\hat{\theta}\) solve \(R_2/R_1 = \phi(\theta)\). Propositions 1 and 2 suggest that a firm expands employment if and only if \(\theta \geq \hat{\theta}\). When \(\theta\) is large, a firm finds it hard to fill its vacancy. In other words, the expected duration of vacancies is relatively long. In this case, the firm wishes to be large so that it is not exposed to the risk of being empty from the stochastic separation. The importance of Proposition 2 is that it works in the direction that enhances the precautionary labor demand.

When \(\theta\) is small, on the other hand, a firm finds it easy to fill its vacancy. Thus, there is no need to avoid being empty. It is important to point out that firms are worse off with a higher \(\theta\). In fact, an increase in \(\theta\) reduces the value of being a size-two firm. However, the value of being a size-one firm is even more significantly reduced because size-one firms are more exposed to the risk of devoid of employees.\(^5\)

\(^4\)A simple exposition of this result appears in Rogerson et al. (2005).

\(^5\)After some algebra, one can show that \(J_2 - J_1^*\) is increasing in \(\theta\) while \(J_2\) is decreasing with \(\theta\).
That a firm’s decision depends on the tightness of the market has an important implication. Since market tightness is influenced by the decision itself, the decision depends on what other firms do. As described later, this causes strategic complementarity among firms and opens up the possibility of self-fulfilling multiple equilibria.

2.4 Discussion of the Key Assumptions

One vacancy at a time: Related models such as Bertola and Caballero (1994) and Smith (1999) allow firms to create an arbitrary amount of vacancies at a time. Of course, one could consider an alternative version of the model in which a firm can post two vacancies at once. Such a model would be interesting in itself. Using such a model, one could ask, for example, whether a firm opens one vacancy at a time or tries to fill two vacancies at once. In this paper, we are simply asking whether firms want to be large or not, rather than how fast they want to be large. In addition, note that a large firm in this model can be interpreted as being “older” than a small one. This property is consistent with Brown and Medoff (1989), who observed that large firms are older.

Upper bound of firm size: That a firm cannot employ more than two workers is too restrictive an assumption. However, note that we are not investigating the optimal firm size. We are focusing on the binary choice that a firm faces regarding whether to expand employment or not. In the standard search-matching model, the size of a firm is, by construction, one. By allowing the firm size to be two, the model of this paper generates the simplest possible endogenous size distribution of firms.

No entry/exit of firms: Most of the standard labor market search models assume free entry of jobs.\textsuperscript{6} Models with endogenous firm size commonly employ a framework in which the number

\textsuperscript{6}One can argue that a model with free entry should be interpreted as a model describing the long-run behavior of the labor market while a model with a fixed number of firms should be interpreted as describing short-run behavior (Smith, 1994). Although such an interpretation is possible and may be plausible, we do not necessarily regard the model as one describing some transitory state of the economy.
of firms is predetermined. On behalf of these models, we emphasize that there is an important
distinction between free entry of jobs and free entry of firms. Although there is no entry or exit
of firms, the number of jobs can change as $\sigma$ changes. In addition, job creation is actually free
when $c = 0$. In the standard search-matching model, the free entry assumption seems the most
appropriate choice, as the economy is viewed as a collection of jobs. Free entry of firms, on the
other hand, is less obvious because firms face start-up costs (Fonseca et al., 2001), capital market
imperfection (Acemoglu, 2001), and regulation (Blanchard and Giavazzi, 2003), to name a few.

A benefit of studying a model with a fixed number of firms is that we can focus on job creation
by incumbent firms. How important is this channel empirically? According to Davis et al. (1996,
p.29), for the 1973–1988 period, incumbent firms account for 84.5% of annual job creation in the
United States while startups account for 15.5%.

Zero vacancy cost: It is important to emphasize that letting $c = 0$ does not pose any
problem in our analysis because the number of firms is fixed. In the standard labor market search
model, there is free entry of jobs, and a positive vacancy cost plays a crucial role in generating a
search equilibrium. In fact, letting $c = 0$ does cause a problem, for example, in Pissarides (2000).
In particular, an infinite number of vacancies opens, and the value of an occupied job will be zero,
implying that the worker takes all the available profit. This is a Walrasian outcome.

Consider the general case in which $c \geq 0$. In this case, a size-one firm creates a vacancy if and
only if (15) holds. Rewrite the condition as

$$R_2 > \phi(\theta)R_1 + \frac{[r + \lambda] \lambda + [r + \lambda + q(\theta)] r}{[r + \lambda + q(\theta)] q(\theta)} c.$$  

It is evident that as the vacancy cost increases, a size-one firm becomes more reluctant to engage
in search activity. Therefore, for sufficiently large values of $c$, it is also possible to construct an
example in which firms choose to stay small even though the $R_2$ is sufficiently greater than $R_1$. 
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3 Equilibrium

An important property of the model is that there is a non-degenerate distribution of firms that is driven by each firm’s optimal employment policy. As demonstrated earlier, a firm’s decision depends on what other firms would do. Such feedback is possible partly because there is a fixed number of firms, so it is impossible for a firm’s decision to depend on the behavior of firms that have not yet entered the market. In order to characterize the firms’ behavior in full, we need to compute the firm distribution as well as the market tightness.7

We focus on symmetric equilibria in which all firms in the same state choose the same employment policy. There are potentially two pure-strategy equilibria, one in which all size-one firms choose to create a vacancy and another in which all firms choose to be small. First, consider the equilibrium in which all firms of size one wish to expand employment. Such an equilibrium is characterized by \( \bar{\sigma} = 1 \). From (7)–(10), the firm distribution of this equilibrium is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
k_0 &= \frac{\lambda^2}{\lambda^2 + \lambda q(\theta) + [q(\theta)]^2}, \quad k_1^* = \frac{\lambda q(\theta)}{\lambda^2 + \lambda q(\theta) + [q(\theta)]^2}, \quad k_2 = \frac{[q(\theta)]^2}{\lambda^2 + \lambda q(\theta) + [q(\theta)]^2}.
\end{align*}
\]

(17)

After some algebra, (6) reduces to

\[
\theta = \frac{\lambda^2 + \lambda q(\theta)}{[\lambda^2 + \lambda q(\theta) + [q(\theta)]^2] L/K - \lambda q(\theta) - 2[q(\theta)]^2} = \Omega_L(\theta).
\]

(18)

The properties of the function \( \Omega_L(\theta) \) are summarized as follows.

**Lemma 3** \( \lim_{\theta \to 0} \Omega_L(\theta) = 0 \); \( \lim_{\theta \to \infty} \Omega_L(\theta) = K/L \); \( \Omega_L' (\theta) \geq 0 \) holds if and only if \( \theta \leq \bar{\theta} \), where \( \bar{\theta} \) is the solution to \( \lambda^2 = (L/K - 2)(2\lambda + q(\theta)) q(\theta) \).

**Proof.** It is convenient to rewrite (18) as \( \Omega_L(\theta) = \frac{[\lambda^2/q(\theta) + \lambda][[\lambda^2/q(\theta) + \lambda + q(\theta)]L/K - \lambda - 2q(\theta)]}{\lambda^2 - 2q(\theta)} \). It is then easy to verify that \( \lim_{\theta \to 0} \Omega_L(\theta) = 0 \). It is easy, though tedious, to

\footnote{In a previous version of this paper, we have also studied the equilibrium with free entry of firms. With free entry, each firm’s decision is independent of those of other firms because the degree of market tightness is determined by free entry, not by the employment policy of the firms. Thus, the properties of the model under free entry are very similar to those of Pissarides (2000).}
compute the derivative of $\Omega_L(\theta)$ as $\Omega'_L(\theta) = [\lambda^2 - (L/K - 2)(2\lambda + q(\theta))\lambda q'(\theta)]D^{-2}$, where $D \equiv \lambda^2 L/K + \lambda q(\theta)(L/K - 1) + [q(\theta)]^2(L/K - 2)$. Then, it is evident that $\Omega'_L(\theta) \geq 0$ if and only if

$$\lambda^2 \leq (L/K - 2)(2\lambda + q(\theta))q(\theta). \quad (19)$$

Such a requirement is satisfied as long as $L/K$ is sufficiently large and $\lambda$ is not too large. $L/K > 2$ is necessary. Consider the right-hand side of (19). For any $q > 0$, it is strictly increasing. This implies that there exists a unique $q$ that satisfies (19) at equality. Let such value denote $\bar{q}$. Then, the condition (19) is satisfied for $q \geq \bar{q}$. Additionally, define $\bar{\theta}$ as the tightness that corresponds to $\bar{q}$. Then, it is evident that (19) holds if and only if $\theta \leq \bar{\theta}$. $lacksquare$

Figure 2 depicts the typical configuration of the function $\Omega_L(\theta)$. A candidate equilibrium is given by a fixed point of the mapping.

Next, consider the equilibrium in which all firms wish to stay small. Thus, $\sigma = 0$. In this equilibrium, the distribution of firms is given by $\lambda k^{ns}_1 = q(\theta)k_0$, $q(\theta)k_0 = \lambda k^{ns}_1$, and $k_0 + k^{ns}_1 = 1$. Solve these to obtain

$$k_0 = \frac{\lambda}{\lambda + q(\theta)}, \quad k^{ns}_1 = \frac{q(\theta)}{\lambda + q(\theta)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

After some algebra, (6) reduces to

$$\theta = \frac{\lambda}{[\lambda + q(\theta)] L/K - q(\theta)} \equiv \Omega_S(\theta). \quad (21)$$

The properties of the function $\Omega_S(\theta)$ are summarized as follows.

**Lemma 4** \lim_{\theta \to 0} \Omega_S(\theta) = 0; \lim_{\theta \to \infty} \Omega_S(\theta) = K/L; \Omega'_S(\theta) > 0.

**Proof.** From (21), it is easy to compute the derivative of $\Omega_S(\theta)$ as $\Omega'_S(\theta) = -\lambda(L/K - 1)q'(\theta)[\lambda L/K + (L/K - 1)q(\theta)]^{-2} > 0$. $lacksquare$

Figure 3 depicts the typical configuration of the function $\Omega_S(\theta)$. A candidate equilibrium is given by a fixed point of the mapping.

**Proposition 5** Let $\theta_L$ and $\theta_S$ solve $\theta = \Omega_L(\theta)$ and $\theta = \Omega_S(\theta)$, respectively. Then, $\theta_S < \theta_L$ holds.
Proof. Notice that (18) can be rewritten as

\[
\Omega_L(\theta) = \lambda \times \left[ \frac{\lambda^2 + \lambda q(\theta) + [q(\theta)]^2}{\lambda + q(\theta)} \frac{L}{K} - \frac{\lambda + 2q(\theta)}{\lambda + q(\theta)} \right]^{-1}.
\]

Then, it is easy to see that \( \Omega_L(\theta) > \Omega_S(\theta) \) holds if and only if

\[
[\lambda + q(\theta)] \frac{L}{K} - q(\theta) > \frac{\lambda^2 + \lambda q(\theta) + [q(\theta)]^2}{\lambda + q(\theta)} \frac{L}{K} - \frac{\lambda + 2q(\theta)}{\lambda + q(\theta)} q(\theta),
\]

which reduces to \( \lambda L/K > q(\theta) \) and this is true for any positive \( q \). This proves \( \Omega_L(\theta) > \Omega_S(\theta) \) for all \( \theta \).

Since \( u \) is decreasing in \( \theta \), the unemployment rate associated with \( \theta_S \) is higher than the other one. Thus, the result suggests that the unemployment rate is higher in the equilibrium where firms stay small.

Since the general condition for \( \bar{\sigma} = 1 \), given in (15), is complicated, we focus on the special case in which \( c = 0 \). Since all size-one firms choose to expand employment if and only if \( \theta > \hat{\theta} \), where \( \hat{\theta} \) solves \( R_2/R_1 = \phi(\theta) \), a stationary equilibrium is given by a fixed point of \( \theta = \Omega(\theta) \), where

\[
\Omega(\theta) = \begin{cases} 
\Omega_L(\theta) & \text{for } \theta > \hat{\theta} \\
\Omega_S(\theta) & \text{for } \theta \leq \hat{\theta}.
\end{cases}
\]

Figures 4–6 depict the three possible configurations of \( \Omega(\theta) \). Consider Figure 4. This case arises if \( \hat{\theta} < \theta_S \), or \( R_2/R_1 \) is sufficiently large. As shown in the figure, the unique steady-state equilibrium is found from the map \( \theta = \Omega_L(\theta) \) and is \( \theta_L \). Consider the case with \( \hat{\theta} > \theta_L \) (\( R_2/R_1 \) is sufficiently small). In this case, the steady state is found by a map \( \theta = \Omega_S(\theta) \), as depicted in Figure 5. There is a unique equilibrium and is \( \theta_S \). In either case, the stationary equilibrium is uniquely determined.

To understand the results more deeply, suppose that the firms’ payoffs can be written as \( R_1 = p_1 - w_1 \) and \( R_2 = p_2 - 2w_2 \), where \( p_n \) is the profit to be shared with \( n \) employees, and \( w_n \) denotes the wage rate at a firm of size \( n \). Suppose further that the production technology exhibits constant returns to scale, so that \( p_2 = 2p_1 \). Then, it is easy to verify that \( R_2/R_1 \) increases with \( p_1 \) if and only if \( w_2 > w_1 \). In other words,

**Lemma 6** With a constant-returns-to-scale technology, an increase in \( R_2/R_1 \) implies an increase in aggregate productivity if and only if there is a positive size-wage effect.
There is much evidence that large employers pay more (Brown and Medoff, 1989; Oi and Idson, 1999). Thus, in what follows, without deriving it\(^8\), we assume the size-wage effect \( w_2 > w_1 \), so that an increase in productivity raises \( R_2/R_1 \). With this interpretation, equilibrium \( \theta_S \) occurs for low levels of productivity, and equilibrium \( \theta_L \) occurs for high levels of productivity.

An interesting case arises when \( \theta_S < \hat{\theta} < \theta_L \), which occurs when the productivity level is in the middle range. This case is depicted in Figure 6. Since the maps \( \theta = \Omega_L (\theta) \) and \( \theta = \Omega_S (\theta) \) are both valid, so are \( \theta_L \) and \( \theta_S \). Thus, we encounter the case of multiple equilibria.\(^9\) The multiplicity obtained here is worthy of comment. We have seen that the precautionary labor demand has the important property that a firm’s employment policy depends on other firms’ employment policies. That is, strategic complementarity resulting from the precautionary labor demand generates the multiplicity of equilibria. Suppose that a firm expects all other firms to expand employment (i.e., \( \bar{\sigma} = 1 \)). It is then reasonable for the firm to expect that the market tightness \( \theta \) will be high and that it will be harder to fill its vacancy. Because the precautionary demand is enhanced by high \( \theta \) (Proposition 2), the firm’s choice reinforces this reasoning. Therefore the firm creates a vacancy.

Similarly, suppose that the firm expects that all other firms will stay small (i.e., \( \theta \) will be low). Then the value of being vacant is expected to be high because it will be easier for the firm to find a match. Thus, the firm does not need to reduce the chance of being devoid of employees. Therefore, the precautionary motive for larger size will be weak and the firm is likely to stay small.

An important implication of the results is that a change in productivity (or aggregate demand) can cause a qualitative (rather than quantitative) change in labor market tightness.\(^{10}\) Consider, for example, an increase in \( R_2/R_1 \) induced by an increase in productivity. Suppose that the economy is initially at steady state equilibrium \( \theta_S \). A small change in \( R_2/R_1 \) will not influence the value of \( \theta_S \) (see (21)). However, a large increase in \( R_2/R_1 \) makes the original equilibrium unstable: both

---

\(^8\) For models of size-wage differentials, see Burdett and Mortensen (1998) and Shi (2002).

\(^9\) Diamond (1982) is an early important contribution on this topic. The source of multiplicity in Diamond (1982) is the scale effect in the matching technology.

\(^{10}\) Somewhat related results are found in Acemoglu (1999), who focused on changes in the composition of jobs using a model with two equilibria, one in which firms are selective and the other in which firms pool both skilled and unskilled workers. Acemoglu (1999) used the model to explain the evolution of inequality in the U.S. labor market.
\( \theta_S \) and \( \theta_L \) are valid equilibria for relatively large levels of \( R_2/R_1 \). If the other equilibrium \( \theta_L \) is selected, then labor market tightness increases from \( \theta_S \) to \( \theta_L \), lowering the unemployment rate significantly. Similarly, a decrease in aggregate demand at \( \theta_L \) can cause a qualitative change in labor market tightness associated with downsizing.

**Proposition 7** A decrease in \( K \) reduces both \( \theta_S \) and \( \theta_L \), and has no impact on \( \hat{\theta} \).

This result can be easily verified by observing (18), (21), and Proposition 1. The result suggests a possible consequence of, say, more stringent regulation that results in fewer firms. A reduction in the number of firms reduces the labor market tightness at both steady states, leaving the cutoff level of tightness unchanged. This implies that equilibrium \( \theta_L \) becomes less likely to occur. With a smaller number of firms, each firm finds it easier to fill a vacancy, which reduces the precautionary demand for labor. Its policy implication is somewhat striking: if the number of firms is severely regulated (possibly for reasons other than the labor market concerns), then the firms are unwilling to expand employment because they do not need to compete for workers. Empirical evidence seems to support this conclusion. For example, Bertrand and Kramarz’s (2002) empirical study suggests that entry regulation has a negative effect on employment.

Garibaldi et al. (2004) and Boeri and Jimeno (2005) investigate Employment Protection Legislation (EPL) and the size distribution of firms. The key issue of this literature is that EPL provisions are more stringent for large firms. To address this issue, suppose that a firm of size 2 is subject to EPL. In particular, the firm must pay firing cost \( f \) when a separation occurs. Then, \( R_2 \) must be replaced with \( R_2 - \lambda f \).\(^{11}\) According to (18), (21), and Proposition 1, it is easy to verify that EPL has no impact on \( \theta_S \) and \( \theta_L \), and it increases \( \hat{\theta} \). Thus, firms are more likely to stay small.

### 4 Discussion of the Results

The previous section has established that firms have incentives to expand employment when they face the (uninsured) risk of losing productive workers. This finding is consistent in particular with

\(^{11}\)Here, we are ignoring how EPL might influence the wage rate.
the market for skilled workers and professionals. For example, Cardona and Bernreuter (1996) would rather recommend over-hiring of graduate nurses as full-time employees than temporary hiring and payments of overtime wages to incumbent nurses to deal with unexpected quits. Li and Suen (2004) offer some anecdotal evidence and theory of competition for professionals such as law clerks. Employers and applicants face uncertainty about the availability of qualified applicants and positions, respectively. The possible scarcity causes self-fulfilling multiple equilibria similar to ours. During the 1990s in Japan, the speed of the economic recovery was downgraded in part by labor redundancy that was attributable to high adjustment labor costs and over-hiring in the 1980s. Wood (1993) insists that firms were obsessed by the “myth of labor shortage” in the future and then over-hired ahead during the 1980s.12 Bauer and Kunze (2004) find that German firms recruit high-skilled immigrants with the increased international competition for high-skilled workers, using the survey conducted by the IZA. Their finding seems to provide indirect evidence on the scenario in this paper. Finally, our model is also related to the empirical literature on the size distribution of firms. Cabral and Mata (2003) find that the size distribution of firms is right-skewed, suggesting that firms tend to expand employment.

In the standard search-matching model, there is no precautionary labor demand at work. Since market tightness is determined by free entry, each firm ignores its impact on market tightness when competing for unemployed workers. To put it differently, in the standard model, firms do not take into account the congestion effect they cause. Dropping the free entry assumption changes that. Since market tightness is determined solely by the firms’ employment policy, each firm faces the congestion effect. Thus, for precautionary labor demand to arise, the free entry assumption must be dropped.13

The key to understanding the precautionary labor demand is that firms might lose their employees when they do not wish to. Remember that job destruction in this model occurs exogenously,

12Hori (1993) estimated that “there are currently at least 5 million to 6 million redundant workers to be found in Japanese industry.” (p. 163)

13Indeed, in an earlier version of the paper we have verified that adding the free entry condition \( V = 0 \) leads to no precautionary labor demand.
so a separation occurs even though a match is productive. The opportunity lost by a separation is greater when labor market tightness is high because it takes more time to fill a vacancy.

Is it possible to get the opposite result? In other words, is it equally plausible that firms have a precautionary motive to hire fewer workers? Our conjecture is yes. Imagine an alternative version of the model in which firms cannot fire workers when they need to. As the recent research on the search model with firing costs suggests, firms are less likely to hire when there is a firing restriction (Blanchard and Summers (1988); Saint-Paul (1995)). However, as Bentolila and Bertola (1990) claim, the firing costs do not always generate under-employment.

Bertola and Caballero (1994) construct a labor market search model with endogenous firm size and endogenous job destruction to find labor hoarding behavior. Firms tend to fire too little during a recession because aggregate business conditions might improve in the future and hiring takes time. The precautionary demand for labor found in this paper can be understood as a counterpart of labor hoarding. To be more precise, labor hoarding arises in a model with endogenous job destruction, and it works at the firing margin. Precautionary labor demand arises at the other end: hiring margin. They both arise from a single fact: separation is immediate and hiring takes time.

In this paper we have assumed that firms’ instantaneous payoffs are constant. How important is this assumption? To take a quick look at the consequence of introducing endogenous wages, suppose that the firms’ payoffs can be written as \( R_1 = p_1 - w_1(\theta) \) and \( R_2 = p_2 - 2w_2(\theta) \), where \( p_n \) is the profit to be shared with \( n \) employees. The wage rate at a firm of size \( n \) is denoted by \( w_n(\theta) \), which is assumed to be increasing in \( \theta \). That is, the wage rate increases as market tightness increases, which is consistent with the standard model with wage bargaining. Now, if we denote \( R(\theta) \equiv [p_2 - 2w_2(\theta)]/[p_1 - w_1(\theta)] \), then, with \( c = 0 \), (16) suggests that a firm of size one tries to expand employment if and only if \( R(\theta) > \phi(\theta) \). The shape of \( R(\theta) \) could be anything; there is no guarantee that it is even monotonic. However, quite a lot can be said from this short-cut model. Consider the slope of \( R(\theta) \). With exogenous payoffs, \( R(\theta) \) is a straight line, as in Figure 1. Suppose \( R(\theta) \) is increasing in \( \theta \). Such a case occurs if an increase in the market tightness raises \( w_1 \) much more than \( w_2 \). In this case, the result found in Proposition 1 survives.
Alternatively, suppose that $R(\theta)$ is decreasing. If the slope is relatively flat, then the results would not change. A completely new possibility arises when the slope of $R(\theta)$ is negative and is steeper than that of $\phi(\theta)$. In this case, a firm would expand employment if and only if the market tightness is low instead of high. There is still precautionary labor demand in the sense that a firm expands employment even if $R_2 < R_1$. However, an increase in market tightness does not enhance the precautionary motive. Without this channel, the strategic complementarity among firms ceases to exist and therefore no multiplicity of equilibria can arise. This suggests that no-free-entry is not enough for multiple equilibria; precautionary labor demand and especially its enhancement (Proposition 2) are crucial.

5 Conclusion

This paper has studied the choice of job creation, and has characterized the size distribution of firms in search equilibrium. Two findings are worthwhile. One is that firms have precautionary motives to expand employment. One of the factors that generate the precautionary labor demand is that firms face the risk of losing (productive) workers. The precautionary demand is enhanced by greater market tightness, implying that firms’ employment policies influence each other through impacts on market tightness. This leads to the other main finding of this paper. Self-fulfilling multiple equilibria are possible due to the strategic complementarity among firms. The analysis suggests that precautionary labor demand should be observed in an economy in which (i) entry of firms is to a certain degree limited and (ii) firms unwillingly lose their employees. As a result of multiple equilibria, an increase in productivity or aggregate demand can cause a qualitative change in labor market tightness and the rate of unemployment.

We conclude by suggesting some directions for future research. In this paper, we have employed the assumption of exogenous separations. It is worthwhile to explore a model in which workers’ choice of separation is introduced along the line of Burdett and Mortensen (1998) to see if there is another source of strategic complementarity. Finally, it is important to consider other margins within which labor input may be adjusted. In particular, it is worth investigating a model in which
a firm can choose between the extensive margin (number of employment) and intensive margin (hours of work). The model presented in this paper provides a reasonable framework for studying these issues.
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